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Amaero has received a purchase order from leading automotive manufacturer,
Samvardhana Motherson Reflectec (SMR), for the manufacture of prototype components
for a new vehicle build.
SMR develops and manufactures rear view mirror systems and intelligent camera
technologies for the automotive industry, and is a member of the Samvardhana
Motherson Group, one of the 21 largest automotive suppliers worldwide.
The purchase order aligns with Amaero’s short term strategy of focusing predominately
on prototypes and tooling.

Amaero International Limited (“Amaero”), (the “Company”) (ASX:3DA), a leader in metal additive
manufacturing, is pleased to announce that the Company has received a purchase order from
Samvardhana Motherson Reflectec (“SMR”) for the supply of prototype automotive mirror
components for a next generation SUV for one of the Big Three automobile manufacturers.
SMR develops and manufactures rear view mirror systems and intelligent camera technologies for the
automotive industry, and is a member of the Samvardhana Motherson Group, one of the 21 largest
automotive suppliers worldwide. SMG employs more than 135,000 people worldwide, generating
revenues of US$9.1 billion in 2019.
Additive manufactured prototypes enable the product design to be evaluated for fitment, safety and
performance before committing to the cost of production tooling.
SMR Representative John Scharfenkamp, commented: “Being able to generate functional prototypes
on short lead times by the Additive Manufacturing process allows us to complete the new product
development process faster than conventional manufacturing methods.”
Amaero CEO, Barrie Finnin, commented: “SMR and the Samvardhana Motherson Group are important
players in Amaero’s target markets, particularly tooling for automotive component manufacturing.
“Amaero continues to build its business development pipeline and pursue new opportunities. We look
forward to updating the market on the developments in the coming weeks”.
David Hanna
Chairman Amaero
International Limited
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About Amaero International Limited:
Amaero International Limited is an Australian based company that manufactures large format complex components in metal
with laser-based additive manufacturing processes, commonly known as 3D printing.
The principal activity of Amaero is the provision of end to end additive manufacturing solutions in terms of services,
equipment and technology to its key clients in the Aviation Defence and Space sectors and the Tool and Die industry.
Amaero has worked with many of the world’s leading manufacturers of aerospace and defence products in both an R&D and
manufacturing capability and has a demonstrated ability to deliver aviation and military specification 3D printed alloy critical
operation components.
Amaero was established with the support of Monash University in 2013 to take advantage of commercial opportunities
identified by the Monash Centre for Additive Manufacturing (MCAM). Amaero is co-located with MCAM in Melbourne
Australia. It operates two additional facilities, in Adelaide, South Australia, and El Segundo, California, USA.
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